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TRANSFORMATION OF MOTIF MEMENTO MORI
IN WORKS OF ROMANTICISTS
The motif of the transience of human life in the works of Ukrainian romanticists, as in
the texts of Baroque literature, is interwoven with the motif of death. Death in the Christian
world view of writers of the firsthalf of the nineteenth century appears as an inevitable
phenomenon, so that a person must humbly accept. Thanatological motive sin the literature
have been reviewed in detail by R. Krasilnikov. From the thanatological point of view of the
scientist differentiate motives depending on the nature of death and its voluntariness or
coercion (“natural” accidental death, suicide, homicide) in respect of the death (before,
during, after death). You can also classify thanatological elements based on their semantics
(“the death of a dream”, “death as a wall”), modality (death, which occurred, death, which
failed), aesthetic features of representation (heroic, tragic, comic) etc. Thanatological
motives in baroque and romantic literature are often connected with eschatological
influences.
Interest in motif of sin and punishment, the death the mein literature and artis
growing wave-likely, caused by historical events that occur in a particular era. For instance,
Middle Ages led to the emergence of many works with eschatological motives. The epoch of
baroque in many ways was the success or to the previous day, grew out of it, absorbing and
seamlessly weaving into the fabric of its works the various elements of the Middle Ages,
including, in particular, the admiration of depicting pictures of God‟s punishment, sinners‟
torture sand others.
Depicting of grue some pictures of epidemics, disasters, hell and the end of the world
is used by writer sin traditional keys and has moral and instructive purpose. Accordingly
themes of the texts were often the last four for the human things: the image of death, the
Last Judgment, hell and paradise. The fear of death depicted with grue some detail, was to
pursue sinners and convert them to righteous living. Bogdana Krusa identifies baroque text
attachment to certain motives and themes as one of its main features and says that
baroque defines the problem of poetics as existential issue of life and death. Since this
problem impliesa number of themes that are common to different kinds of baroque artpainting, theater, music, literature – in particular,t he theme Vanita sand Memento mori.
These paintings were notable for the Ukrainian baroque sermons. The futility of
earthly world puts people before the problem of choice and always pushes to seek the
meaning of their own existence. Similar motives sound in the work “Drugs to sybarites of
this world” by Kyril Trankvilion-Stavrovetsky. The work presents a dialogue between a
wealthy man and death, in which the author reveals the impermanence of wealth, nobility
and the inevitability of death,t he equality of all before it.
The prevalence of motif of fluidity of human life in baroque literature can be judged
from the English poetry of Edward Herbert. The poet refers to the time that is transient, like

everything else in this world. Another English baroque poet Henry King in the poem “My
thoughts at midnight” writes about the absurdity of human attempts to prolong his earthly
age, as everything around says about the death. Metaphysical poetry of mid-seventeenth
century contained a number of texts that comparison of man and nature exemplifies the
transience and futility of human life.
Motives of transience and futility of human life, the inevitability of death appear in
works of Yakov Shchegolev. M. Sumtsov blames the writer for excessive moralizing in
verses about nature, but in the context of Christian doctrine of the writer such thoughts are
natural. There is an evident similarity in interpretation of happines sand responsibility in the
texts of the late Yakov Shchegolev and in the works of baroque writers.
Romanticism has revealed to the reader the inner world of a man. Focusing on a
man romanticists did not sought for his ntegrity. Having made a man as the center of the
Universe, they kept his duality, because not only the spirit was opposed to the flesh. The
Spirit itself becomes dual, has a perpetual struggle with itself. One part kills itself with
poison of fatal love, the other kills itself with the desire for heavenly grace. The man can not
make a final choice, especially as a romantic hero does not always make only one choice
but many that is why his character is unfinished and tends to infinity. The hero is before the
face of the universe and he is involved in the life of all existent things and he “begins a
series of value-meaning of his life” by himself.
This duality of a romantic hero appears in many works of Ukrainian writers, in
particular in prose of Yriy Fedkovich, the theme of love is almost always associated with the
theme of death. In many stories, the writer describes the love-passion, which leads to the
fact that the characters carry out extraordinary deeds-murder and suicide, because lovers
do not seek for reciprocity ora quiet feeling of a happy marriage, but death for the sake of
love. In the story “The heart does not teach” friends decided to find out with the help of
pistols who would stay with Olena. Ivan won and married the girl, but there was no
happiness, because she did not love him, but Vasyl. The second meeting of friends led to
the tragedy of murder and suicide: grabbed their knives, Olena wanted to help Vasyl, but
she hit Vasyl. Legin, yearning for his friend, tells the tale of two boys-mates during the
church holiday and questions the mother-in-law how it was necessary to punish a woman
for sin, which is depicted in the tale. Mother herself did not understand the death sentence
expressed to her daughter. Death does not come in the writ from a far, it is something
natural and logical that all the time is here and now, and Christian humility, respect and
friendship coexist with the inevitable and motivated solutions to bloody conflicts.
The style syncretism of early nineteenth-century literature is typical to Fedkovich‟s
works. It is difficult to distinguish between sentimentalism and romanticism in writer‟s prose
because of different style dominants which are closely interwoven in the texts and of thef
eatures of various literary and folk traditions. Ivan Franko‟s comment in “Karpatoruska
Books XVII–XVIII centuries" is important to understand the writer‟s works. Writing about old
literature study and imitation of its traditions, the scientist says, “A round about way through
Polish Romanticism and Czech Panslavism some talented Ruthenians came to the new
rapprochement with the native people, they put the basis folk literature in 30 years.
Carpathian area gave a talented man in the face of Vahylevych to a new movement, then

others – Nichola Ustyyanovych, Anthony Mohylnytskiy, Jehoshaphat, Kobrinskiy and in the
second half of the nineteenth century appeared Uriy Fedkovich, poet and novelist.
Describing the death of the hero in the story “The misfortune of Love”, the author
shows the scenario of romantic landscape in the background: “The Dniester is floating as
quiet as the Rusnation, as wide as its thought, as deep as its wounds. Galicia is on the one
side, Bucovina is on the other. The evening was quiet. They were ringing the bells for
evening service in Khreshchatytskiy monastery, the moon was coming down slowly. The
night in gale was singing in a meadow”. Personilized images of the night, the moon, the
stars who mourn the deaths of the characters in the stories are not just natural phenomena,
but a kind of silent witnesses that can empathize and condemn the characters.
Death that follows the heroes of Fedkovich‟s works yet is no fate but what is God‟s
will and man‟s own choice at the same time.
Christian humility is heard in the works of the romanticists of the beginning of the
nineteenth century, and texts of the late Romantics. Essential is Lapko‟s thought that poems
of Jacob Shchegolev “Holy Sabbath. Dmitri”, “Vrodnytsya”, “Angel of Death”, “Ashes”,
“Quiet”, “Three Roads” sound like a kind of “memento mori” as they revealed the idea of
death as an inevitable result of being human. The image of an ascetic monk from
Shchegolev‟s work “Monk” is seen as a tribute to the age-old tradition of writing, because
the text is filled with motives close to the Baroque world view. Earth life, which often
appears in texts of baroque writers as “a vale of weeping” in the text of the work is
presented as “a valley of death” which is opposed to the celestial kingdom, waiting for the
souls of the righteous.
Fedkovich often uses the motif “death is a sleep” in his works and this transformation
of motif of death is used by the author in the depiction of the graves of the righteous. The
motif of deathi n the texts of Fedkovich is combined with the image of the grave, wide
spread in the Ukrainian poetics of Romanticism. O. Kaminchuk says that attention to
historical issues and the impact of Taras Shevchenko‟s poetry caused the activation of this
image in the lyrics of Fedkovich and Kulish. The image of the grave in Taras Shevchenko‟s
works is one of the central images and concepts, which has many interpretations. However,
such romantic images as grave, tears, fate, heart, orphan are traditional to Ukrainian folk
traditions and literature of the Baroque period.
In reflection about the fate the narrator in Fedkovich‟s texts distinguishes the concept
of “heart” and “soul”. In Baroque writing the heart appears as the repository of the soul. The
depicting of destiny as fate does not exclude the Christian vision of sin and punishment. In
the works of Romantic writers we can see thoughts about killers and self-murderers.
The motif of the resurrection from the dead is used in a metaphorical rethinking in the
poem “Novobranchyk”, belief in the resurrection of Ukraine is intertwined with the fate of the
Cossacks.
A number of Fedkovich‟s texts contain motives of death, transience and futility of
human temporal life, which are intertwined with the image of the injustice of human
relationships in society. The author of notes to Fedkovich‟s poetry says about distinct
individual tragic psychology of the author.

It should be noted that the tragic world view was inherent to the authors of other
eras, not only Romantic writers. The scenes of some ballads of Fedkovich and Rudanskiy
and other writers are based on metamorphosis, so the heroines do not die and turn into
trees that are animate beings. This transformation is combined with the depiction of the
futility of life and the image of death in baroque and romantic writing echoes the motif of
death-reapers. Two worlds – the worlds of living and dead are combined with charms of the
old fortune-teller, who with the help of mirrorsand candles calls the dead groom to Marusya.
A broken mirror appears as a symbol of death, combined with the image of death-wedding.
The synthesis of folk and literary traditions gives an exotic flavor to individual creative
manner of authors. In the works of Ukrainian writers of the first half of the nineteenth
century. There are many traditional motives and images related to the topic of death in the
works of writers of the first half of the nineteenth century, but for the most part the authors
use them in their Romantic rethinking. In particular, they are baroque motives of sin and
punishment, temporal futility of human life, images of soul, dream, heart, eternity, night,
everyday sea, storms and so on.
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